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Torture the 
data, and it 
will confess 
to anything

Ronald Chase



Discussion Topics
1. Classes
2. Locations
3. Job Tracking
4. Projects

1. How to
1. Create, use, and limitations
2. Most common uses

2. Reports



Classes versus Locations
What’s the difference?
Class tracking and locations are very similar inside 
QuickBooks. In fact, you will find both features 
under the same “Categories” tab inside settings. 
The main difference between the two is that you 
can select a different class per line item. However, 
only one location can be selected for an entire 
invoice, expense, or other transaction.
Locations and classes can be used in tandem. For 
instance, if you have multiple retail stores, you 
could assign each store as a location, and each 
department as a class.



Classes
Adds a Class field on forms so you can assign transactions to different segments like departments, locations, and product 
lines.



Consider these two options 
when enabling classes



Locate classes by clicking -
Gear icon > All lists > Classes 







Classes allow you to see income and expenses 
for different revenue streams in a business.

They work best for creating a Profit & Loss 
(Income Statement) report with comparison 
columns.





Locations

Adds a Location field on forms so you can assign transactions to different locations like stores, sales regions, and counties.



There are various options other 
than the word “location” when 
enabling
• Business
• Department
• Division
• Location
• Property
• Store
• Territory



Locate locations the same way you would find classes



Locations, also found in Online Plus and 
Advanced, allow you to examine the financial 
resources behind transactions. 

They work well as columns on balance sheet 
reports.







What are the drawbacks?

Most transactions do not offer the location feature and 
the ones that do only allow for one location.

They are not useful for expenses across multiple sites 
and are also limited to 40 within the Plus subscription.



Job Tracking (Costing) and Projects
Connecting a project/customer to the related costs

Make sure track expenses and items 
is turned on

Found within account and settings
Expense tab

Turn on Projects within the Advanced tab



Live Examples



Job Costing and 
Project Takeaways

The best way to use Projects with employees, is 
when the payroll feature is utilized within 
QuickBooks. 
If you use a third-party provider, it is possible to 
calculate an hourly cost rate however it is a manual 
process. This is time consuming and not usually a 
true hourly cost rate.





THANK YOU
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